FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Comfy Mode by Cielo WiGle - Set Your Air Conditioning Rules to Automate Your Ductless Heating or Cooling

Redmond, WA., Jan 23, 2019 – Cielo WiGle Inc., a market leader in smart Wi-Fi enabled AC controllers, is proud to introduce “Comfy Mode” which is designed and optimized to ensure the user’s comfort and savings. Cielo WiGle will be exhibiting this feature, and many more, along with its diverse product line, which includes Breez Plus, Breez Eco, and Breezi, at the AHR Expo 2020.

Cielo WiGle products, in particular the Breez Plus, provide unprecedented functionality to the end user through global control functionality. Cielo’s plug & play devices are backed up by Amazon Web Service’s IoT based cloud, which provides for seamless integration between the mobile app, device, and cloud. Breez Plus has the unique advantage of also providing local on-device controls, enabling AC controls without a Wi-Fi connection from the device.

The flagship Comfy Mode enables a user to automate their room environment based on the temperature or humidity settings, by setting intelligent triggers. These pre-set triggers are constantly monitored by the on-device sensors, and activate once the required level has been reached.

As an example, a user can tune their comfy mode so that when the temperature reaches below 70°F, the AC will turn off, and if it goes above 72°F, then the AC will turn on in cooling mode. Additional settings, such as the fan speed, AC modes, swing settings, and much more can also be specified. The same can be adjusted for humidity levels.

Some real-world applications of Comfy Mode are where you can set your preferred triggers for bed time. Comfy automatically adjusts your room temperature or humidity for you while you’re asleep keeping your environment comfortable. Moreover, with Comfy’s intelligent triggers, you can preset an ideal environment for your pets and let the triggers maintain their perfect environment even when you are not home. Comfy mode limits inefficient and over use of air conditioning by making automatic adjustments, keeping your home comfortable and saving energy at the same time.

Anees Jarral, CTO of Cielo WiGle Inc., had this to say about the feature, “Comfy mode is one of the mainstays of our consumer offerings. It is perfectly in line with the ethos at Cielo WiGle, to give our customers unparalleled functionalities on their fingertips. Our perpetual drive to improve our product and customer experience is what makes us one of the leaders of this industry, and it will definitely lead to further incremental improvements in our products”.

About Cielo WiGle Inc.
Cielo WiGle Inc. is a customer centric company providing smart AC products geared towards the ductless HVAC market. These smart solutions consist of smart Wi-Fi AC controllers. Our prime focus is to maximize your comfort and ensure better energy savings in your homes & businesses.

Cielo is all set to exhibit these features and all of its products in AHR expo, Orlando. For live demos, and further information, visit Cielo at Booth 966 – West Hall, at the AHR Expo 2020, Orlando, Florida, from Feb 3th to 5th, 2020. Furthermore, you can visit their website at https://www.cielowigle.com/
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